Introduction
In the past decade or more, a number of researchers interested in issues in the area of Applied Linguistics (language learning, immigration and identity among others), have begun using methods from conversation analysis (CA) focusing on interactions among participants who are using a language that they might not consider their first or strongest language. This research has investigated differences between practices for interactants classified as 'native' and 'non-native' speakers (Hosoda 2001 (Hosoda , 2002 Wong 2000) , how identity is reified through talk-in-interaction (Antaki and Widdicombe 1998; Egbert 2005; Higgins 2007; Mori 2003) , and how a language is used as a lingua franca (Brouwer and Wagner 2004; Firth 1996; Wagner 1996) . The classroom context for language learning has also become a context that CA researchers have begun to explore (Markee 2000 (Markee , 2005 Mori 2002 and collections by Gardner and Wagner 2004; Markee and Kasper 2004) . A major contribution of all this research to the field of applied linguistics is it's focus on participants' own orientations to particular actions and the way those actions are accomplished through turns at talk.
Within this body of research, studies using CA (and working primarily with data of language learners) have even more recently begun to address the issue of to what degree CA methods can be used to uncover evidence of additional language learning (He 2004; Hellermann 2007 Hellermann , 2008 Markee 2008; Mondada and Pekarek-Doehler 2004; Mori 2004) . Given that the primary disciplinary roots of additional language learning (commonly referred to as 'second language acquisition', or SLA) were psychology and linguistics, CA's sociointeractive research is offering new theoretical insights to the field (Kramsch and Whiteside 2007 , but see Gass 1998 for another view).
Seeing competence and learning using CA methods
The use of CA methods for the analysis of language learning brings an action and process-oriented perspective to language and language learning that treats learners or so-called 'nonnative speakers' not as defective communicators by definition (Firth and Wagner 1997) but rather, as participants in talkin-interaction. From this perspective on the interaction of learners, language learning is seen as developing interactional rather than grammatical competence (Hall 1995; Young 1999 Young , 2000 .
CA methods provide strong tools for the analysis of language as it occurs in interaction and its theoretical roots provide the opportunity for an important epistemological refocusing for the study of language learning. Given its ethnomethodological roots (see the overviews in Clayman and Maynard 1995; Garfinkel and Sacks 1970; Goodwin and Heritage 1990) , CA research on language learning offers an alternative to structural linguistics' determinacy fallacy (Harris 1981) : that language (for learners or non learners) is a discrete, unitary entity or product that people have and that learners acquire. The data for CA research, talk-in-interaction, is not the linguist's code. That data, talkin-interaction, is the co-constructed work of members' methods 1 for accomplishing intersubjectivity. CA research can uncover the aspects of language that participants (language learners in this case) produce to accomplish their social interactions (inside or outside a classroom) and offer indigenous or participantdefined phenomenon for language researchers to study (Eskildsen 2008 ). An-alyzing the talk-in-interaction of language learners entails uncovering the processes that the learners engage in to reify the object of their learning: language itself (Seedhouse 2007) .
Although CA methods provide this particular strength to language learning research, the ability of CA research to produce findings about psychological concepts like 'cognition', 'learning' or 'acquisition' that have been prevalent in language learning research has been an issue of debate (He 2004; Koschmann et al. 2005 ) and researchers in the field have called on CA researchers using data from language learners to address the issue of 'acquisition' more explicitly (Kasper 1997; Larsen-Freeman 2004) . One way to address that debate and that call is to focus (as do some papers in this special issue) on how a psychological concept (cognition) seen in and through interaction (socially distributed cognition) might lead us to see learning in the moment. This is a perspective associated with cultural and discursive psychologists (Edwards 1997; Hutchins 1995; Resnik, Levine, and Teasly 1991; te Molder and Potter 2005) and earlier CA research on language learning (Markee 2000) .
Another way that CA researchers can approach the issue of language acquisition is to focus on the learner as simultaneously an individual and group member. The socio-interactional focus of CA has led various researchers to conceptualize competence in active senses such as 'participation' (Brouwer and Wagner 2004) , as 'understanding' (Zemel and Koschmann, forthcoming), or as 'resources' for interaction (Kasper 2006; Mori and Hayashi 2006) . My own research and that reported on in this paper has looked for evidence of language learning in the process of increasing participation within communities of practice (Lave and Wenger 1991; Wenger 1998) , the communities in this case being both the classroom and one that might be glossed as 'English language users' (Hellermann 2008) . Taking this perspective, an assumption is made that participants in a community of practice are mutually engaged in a joint enterprise and develop and use a shared repertoire (Wenger 1998 ) of language practices to accomplish the social actions and shared meanings of the community of practice. For research drawing on community of practice theory, language learning is investigated as changing practices for social interaction rather than individual or shared cognitive phenomenon.
Such a perspective aligns with the ethnomethodological foundations of CA that look for the methods in talk-in-interaction that members use to order their mundane interactions. Ethnomethodology assumes a moral order for cooperative work toward intersubjectivity in social interactions, an order that members hold one another accountable to (Garfinkel 1967; Jayussi 1984) . CA has shown how this accountability is visible in talk-in-interaction. Language learners who, simultaneously, do the work of the 'language learning classroom' community of practice as well as the 'English language user' community of practice are doing the work of co-constructing accountability for intersubjectivity and the methods or language practices that they use to accomplish this work are traceable as changing degrees of participation within various intersecting communities of practice (Hellermann 2008) .
With the goal of adding to the growth and development of CA studies of additional language learning, in this paper, 2 I investigate a particular action as it is co-constructed by one leaner and her peers over the course of 50 weeks of her participation at the data collection site: negative dispreferred responses to previous turns and courses of action. This action is accomplished, for the most part, with the use of the English token no 3 in various sequential trajectories. The analysis of the learner's formatting of this action shows the negotiation of participation in the 'classroom' and 'English language user' communities of practice through talk-in-interaction.
Although we cannot always attribute particular actions that are accomplished in talk-in-interaction to particular grammatical or lexical forms (Schegloff 1997) , a great deal of CA research has shown that members do rely on linguistic formats as shortcuts in their orientations actions that are implicated in talk (Ford 1993; Jefferson 1984 Jefferson , 2002 Koshik 2002 , and papers in Selting and Couper-Kuhlen 2001, among others). The English lexical item no is one such form that has been noted both for the different ways it is used as a response to the actions that implicate it (Ford 2001 (Ford , 2002 Ford, Fox, and Hellermann 2004; Jefferson 2002) .
Data and methods
The data come from a four-year classroom video recording project 4 focusing on beginning adult learners of English. Almost 4,000 hours of classroom interaction was recorded for the project focusing on learner-learner interaction. I focused on the talk-in-interaction that occurred around one student, 'Inez' 5 , who participated in classes for five 10-week terms from September, 2. I would like to thank Numa Markee, Junko Mori, Randy Musillami, and two anonymous reviewers for their helpful feedback on ideas presented in this paper. 3. Although the focus of the analysis turns out to be a particular language form, it was the action of the focal speaker establishing a negative stance as a response to some action in a variety of sequential contexts that suggested this focus (see Hakulinen 1995 and Seedhouse 2004 , for discussions cautioning linguists to not lose sight of the roots of CA methods). 4. The National Labsite for Adult ESOL was supported, in part, by grant R309B6002 from the Institute for Education Science, U.S. Dept. of Education, to the National Center for the Study of Adult Learning and Literacy (Reder et al. 2003) . The Labsite was a partnership between Portland State University and Portland Community College. The school and research facilities were housed at the university while the registration, curriculum, and teachers of the ESL students were from the community college. 5. All names used in this study are pseudonyms. through June, 2004 . Approximately 6 hours of Inez's interactions with students (and sometimes teachers) over that time was transcribed using CA methods.
In a first attempt at an investigation of changes in practices for repair by participants in language learning classrooms (Hellermann 2009 ), the use of the lexical item no became notable both for its frequency of occurrence and the actions it performed in repair and other sequences of talk-in-interaction. Given that this lexical item is used (in most cases) to express a dispreferred response to previous talk, the use of no and the action of performing dispreferred response more generally show a participants strong orientation or attention to and treatment of previous talk-in-interaction. Such negative responses may also have important consequences for face and interpersonal relations that are coconstructed through talk. From that study of repair, I investigated negative responses that Inez made in various sequences of talk throughout her 18 months as a student at the data collection site to better understand the organization of Inez's talk-in-interaction around this action, especially around the use of no. To begin the investigation, I found instances of Inez's negative responses to prior talk in the transcripts and did sequential analyses of these turns and surrounding sequences.
Negation and the use of no
As the second part of the foundational pair of turns in talk-in-interaction, responses are important sites for displaying both an understanding of a previous turn and stance toward that turn. In their responses to a prior turn, participants can align 6 with the action projected by that turn by producing positively or negatively marked turns (Schegloff 2007) . A participant responding to a first turn that expressed a positive assessment or stance will affiliate with that assessment by producing a turn with positive polarity. Likewise, a participant responding to a first turn that expressed a negative assessment will affiliate with that assessment by producing a turn with a negative polarity. Markers of negative affiliation in English include the token no 7 , and other negative lexical items (never, not, and it's contracted form n't) and non-lexical tokens (what might be written as nn nn or uhn uhn). While negative responses are not un-6. Although few researchers make a distinction between the terms 'alignment' and 'affiliation' (Steensig and Drew 2008) , Stivers (2008) has suggested a distinction something like this: a negative alignment is negative with respect to an action performed by previous talk; a negative affiliation is negative with respect to the stance taken by previous talk. For brevity, since both responses are dispreferred, I will use that term and 'disaffiliative' as the generic terms and make the distinction when necessary in analysis. 7. See Jefferson (2002) for research on no in other senses.
common in talk-in-interaction, the cooperative nature (Jayussi 1984) of talk-ininteraction suggests that participants cooperate toward a shared understanding of their talk. This is reflected in the foundational finding in CA research that has shown how participants in interaction treat the default for responses as affiliation (Pomerantz 1984; Sacks 1987) . When speakers produce a next turn in a sequence that does not affiliate with the previous turn, it is reflected in certain aspects of the design of the turn: the semantic content of the lack of affiliation may be preceded by pause, non-lexical (um, er, uh etc.) or lexical (well) markers of hesitation. These findings point to the sensitivity around the use of no in response to a prior turn.
This sensitivity or pragmatic strength around the use of no can be seen in its use in a particular sequential slot as a repair initiator (Schegloff 1992) : the third position repair initiator. Such a sequential context occurs when a primary speaker (A) says something which a recipient (B) displays in a next turn either a mishearing or different interpretation from (A). In the third position of the sequence, (A) then initiates a correction using no or to prevent (B)'s interpretation from being carried forward. An example is seen in (1).
(1)
Dan: Well that's a little different from last week. Louise: he heh heh Yeah. We were in hysterics last week. (1992) . It is at this point in the sequence that the misunderstanding needs to be cleared up to prevent a longer explanation and sequence of turns. The dispreferred nature of no to indicate negative affiliation in a response in mundane talk-in-interaction is seen when, in some sequential environments, accounts following no are treated as relevant (Ford 2001 (Ford , 2002 . In classroom talk, the orientation to the dispreferred nature of the use of a no response is seen when teachers use no in particular sequential formats where its evaluative force toward students is lessened (Seedhouse 1997; Hellermann 2005) . The research from CA suggests that the use of negation and displaying negative affiliation in response to prior talk, especially when using the token no, is a highly sensitive action done in talk-in-interaction in English and one that may have interactional and interpersonal consequences for learners of the language.
Structurally-oriented research on second language acquisition has investigated no and negation in general as part of the development of language learners' linguistic systems (Eskildsen and Cadierno 2007; Irvine 2005; Ravem 1968; Schumann 1979) . This research has focused on the degree to which learners of English learn the various syntactic outlays for negation in a particular developmental order and the degree to which multi-word expressions serve as the basis or catalyst for the development of a system for negation (Eskildsen 2008; Eskildsen and Cadierno 2007) . Language learning research, however, has not explored how negation and no tokens particularly implement particular actions through the sequential organization of talk-in-interaction among learners and interlocutors and how such sequences might help understand language learning.
Inez's use of unmitigated no in second position for other-correction and humor
In the context of classroom language learning, it is not unusual to expect repair in the form of correction related to a language learning task. Correction can be done in less overt ways, embedded (Jefferson 1987) so that the corrected item is not dwelt upon. Such embedded corrections did not appear often in the data. In some instances of correction, however, Inez used no to mark negative responses in interactions for language learning tasks that were overt corrections to peer candidate language. Such no tokens in this sequential environment first caught my ear as something notable because of their lack of mitigation and their direct way of correcting a peer. In (2), from Inez's third term of study, she is helping her peer, Jorge, with a writing task in which students are responding to questions in writing. After modeling questions (lines 2-3) and an answer (lines 6 and 12) for Jorge and telling him to write out his answer (line 8), Jorge writes (lines 9, 11) and after Inez looks at his writing (line 12), Jorge shifts his gaze to Inez and utters what sounds like a first turn question or request with rising pitch (line 13). After a short gap in which Inez continues looking at what J had written and J holds his gaze on Inez, Inez responds to Jorge's turn with a stretched no token and then a repetition of the question and answer in slower speech (line 15).
(2) [term 3, 5-13-03, 206, task, 34:33-34 In (2), Inez uses a second position no response to format a correction to Jorge's first turn request in a language learning task marking that answer bid as notably wrong. Inez produces the token stretching the vowel and then follows it with an overt correction repeating both the question and the candidate correct response at a slow pace. Excerpt (3) shows a similar action (a correction) performed using a no token but in a very different interactional context than (2). In an interaction from Inez's second term of study, students are milling around the classroom during a regularly occurring mid-class break. The teacher is out of the room. Inez has taken it upon herself to record names of present students on an attendance sheet when Jin asks Inez about her name and country of origin. This question turns into a negotiation of the pronunciation of Inez's name (lines 13-27 Unlike the correction in (2), in (3), Inez's use of no as a correction is followed by an account for her negating her peer's attempts. As part of the upgraded correction that starts with no (line 20), in line 22, Inez highlights two letters which she takes to be the trouble source in Jin's pronunciation ('e' and 'z') and indicates that he should not pronounce those in the way he did (Inez uses the word 'ask' rather than 'say' or 'pronounce'). Her use of print as a resource (she points to her printed name) shows her orientation to this as a correction of pronunciation sequence and after her pointing to the print resource Jin produces an accepted saying of the name (line 26).
Excerpt (3) also differs from (2) with respect to the issue of preference. In (3), the use of no for correction occurs after other repair initiations were used suggesting that, for Inez, in this non task-directed, more conversational type of interaction there is an orientation to the preference for self repair noted in research on mundane conversation (Pomerantz 1984) as Inez uses a no token only near the end of a longer repair sequence.
The pragmatic strength of a no response is also evidenced in its use in (3) as an upgraded correction. We see more evidence of this in excerpt (4), also from Inez's second term of study. Here the implication of a no response for negative affiliation is shown in Inez's ironic use of the token as she jokingly refutes the characterization of a peer made by the teacher. 9 Excerpt (4) occurs at the end of a teacher-assigned task in which students were to ask one another whether they shared personal characteristics and personality traits using the syntactic question form "are you ____". The teacher had given students possible traits (shy, friendly, intelligent, etc.) to use with this question format. At the end of the task, (lines 4-12), Inez, Fernando, and Yan laugh about Yan's negative response to Fernando's question "are you intelligent". The teacher observes the students laughing and comes over to their desk. When she arrives, Inez repeats the question that had been asked to Yan (in line 15) and that had elicited the laughter as a way to respond to the teacher's query about what had taken place (line 14). Although possibly addressed to Yan, the teacher offers a response to Inez's question and when she expands her response (line 18), Inez overlaps with a no token and an account for her disaffiliation (line 19): the information her peer and she herself (line 4) had elicited from Yan. Inez knows Yan well having attended classes with her the previous term and is clearly joking (indicated by the laughter in lines 6-13 and smile voice in line 15) by reiterating this question about intelligence for the teacher. Inez utters a louder and stretched no token making a faux serious face and follows this with laughter (line 20), laughter which was initiated by Yan (line 22 Here, Inez orients to information attained as part of the language learning task as 'truthful' in disagreeing with the teacher's characterization with two no tokens and the account reporting the answer she and Fernando had elicited to justify her refutation of the teacher. After the teacher's supportive comment in lines 26-27, Yan re-answers the question with a smile (line 28) and Inez gestures an expanding brain (line 30) completing a kind of send up of different, potentially humiliating responses to the question about intelligence. The use of no as a 'negative' affiliation to a teacher's stance about a peer's intelligence shows Inez's orientation to the token as marker of negative affiliation as well as her competence to use this type of response to express irony (an ironic 'refutation' of the teacher's claim) for the sake of humor.
no in repair initiations
The previous three excerpts showed how Inez used no tokens to indicate a negative affiliation to prior talk both in a serious and humorous way. The following excerpts show two ways she used the no token as a repair initiation. The first, (5), from Inez's first term of study is in response to a peer's own repair of Inez's response to the teacher. Excerpt (5) comes from talk-in-interaction that does not have an explicit task orientation and occurs as students are coming into the classroom before what looks like the start of the language teaching part of class. The teacher is looking around the room to see which students are present. For purposes of her own records, for the students to learn one another's names, and for language practice, she is asking which students were absent in the previous lesson. Her question in line 11 does not reflect the elicitation she is seeking (her intentions, which she had made clear just previously, were to ask 'who was not here') and Inez responds giving the name of a student who had been absent the previous class (line 12) which the teacher ratifies by expanding the response (line 13). When Inez offers that Eduardo was absent in the previous lesson (line 16), another student (Abby) orients to Inez's response as incorrect and initiates repair (line 18). Abby hears Inez's response to the teacher in line 16 to be indicating that Eduardo is not currently present. After Abby says the name Eduardo in line 18, both Abby and Inez turn to look in Eduardo's direction (he had come into the room a minute before) she then uses a no token with rising pitch to question Inez's response to the teacher from line 16. Inez responds to Abby's misinterpretation of her turn first with a no token and gestures (in line 19) first indicating Eduardo's current seated position and then to the metaphorical past space -behind her. 10 The coordination of gesture and talk is better highlighted in Figure 1 . Inez uses a phrase ('last class') to indicate the teacher is asking about the previous class. Rather than an upgrade in a longer repair that we saw in (3), (5) shows no used as the start of a repair initiation by Inez of Abby's repair and misinterpretation of the teacher and Inez's actions (the misinterpretation being that the teacher was asking about and that Inez was indicating Eduardo's attendance in the current class).
Excerpt (6) also shows no used as a repair initiator, this time as a thirdposition repair during a side-sequence in a task-oriented interaction (line 22). In the interaction from which this excerpt is taken, students have been engaged in a language learning task in which they need to supply verbs with the appropriate tense given the context of a picture in their workbooks. In an insertion sequence, a definition sequence (Markee 1994 ) that occurs during their task Sambath also orients to this no as not correcting her understanding of 'airplane' but for a reference issue as she offers a new referent for 'it', 'pahcking' (line 26).
The use of bald no tokens at the start of Inez's repair initiation in (6) looks similar to third position other-initiated other repair using no tokens that have been found to occur in talk-in-interaction outside classrooms by non-learners (discussed earlier and illustrated in excerpt (1) from Schegloff, 1992) . Figure 2 is presented to compare the configuration of the use of no as a third-position repair initiator from mundane talk with that of Inez in both the conversational and more explicitly task-oriented interaction. In Figure 2 , a current speaker's talk (line 1) is responded to (line 2) in a way that suggests to the first speaker that her talk was misinterpreted or misheard and due to that hearing, a repair is made in the next slot (line 3) starting with the token no.
The comparison above highlights how talk-in-interaction in a language classroom between language learners is a site where practices for mundane talk-ininteraction are available and, perhaps, necessary in order to organize the social interaction of the classroom. 
Negative alignment formulated as a dispreferred response
We have seen examples of Inez using no tokens in sequences of talk for explicit correction, as part of a humorous exchange, and for third position repair initiation. In several of these sequences, her use of no is followed by talk to account for the dispreferred response. Previous research on preference has suggested that more than simply accounting for a dispreferred response, participants in talk-in-interaction project that a negative affiliation to prior talk is dispreferred by marking that talk in other ways (Pomerantz 1984) . We see one such example by Inez in (7). In (7), during a language learning task from Inez's fifth term of study, she, Valerio, and Daniel are engaged in 'pronunciation tic tac toe', an activity in which one student reads a minimal pair from a grid pattern worksheet and another student is to either place an 'o' or 'x' on the word they hear in order to try to complete a row of three consecutive marks (see Figure 3) .
After Valerio initiates a move in the game (saying a word on the game board, line 4) and after some negotiation over the saying of the word, Inez points to a different word (line 10) and Valiero says the focal word more loudly (line 11). Inez hears line 11 as a repair initiation and after a short pause responds with a meek sounding "no understand" (line 13).
12 After a more explicit correction (line 14), Inez points to the correct word ('pen' in the upper row, middle column, see Figure 3 ) which is confirmed by Daniel (line 18). When Valerio asks Inez to account for her inability with this part of the task in lines 21 and 23 (asking whether she was absent during the last class and "what happened"), Inez responds with a marker of a dispreferred response ('well' in line 24) and some hesitation. Valerio responds to this with a mocking tone in his repeat of Inez's first part of the turn (line 25) which is followed by Inez's account for her lack of understanding (line 27): Valerio's inferior pronunciation. (7) [ (4)) humorous. Although excerpt (4) showed her ability to use and orient to no tokens for negative affiliation for the sake of humor fourteen months earlier, in (7), we see the incorporation of a turn formatting for doing a dispreferred response that is rare in the data from classroom language learning. The use of the discourse marker well is frequently occurring marker of a dispreferred turn (Pomerantz 1984 ) but it is rare in the talk of language learners from beginning through upper intermediate levels of proficiency (Hellermann and Vergun 2007) . Only one other instance 13 of this marker was found in Inez's transcripts.
Inez's use of well with the hesitation in her response to Valerio's questioning of her diligence and ability as a student in excerpt (7) shows her orientation to the idea of preference in turn-taking and the production of a turn format to project that orientation. Even more interesting, it shows her ability to flout that orientation for the sake of humor in a language learning task.
Multiple sayings of no in the language learning classroom
In the preceding excerpts, examples of Inez's responses expressing a lack of affiliation were presented, in all but one case, using a no token. Her use of no was seen for other correction, third position repair, and as part of doing humor. An orientation to the preference for affiliation to prior talk in her turn construction was also seen in (7). In a number of other instances in the collection of Inez's uses of no tokens, no was repeated several times consecutively leading me to look at what it was about the sequence of talk-in-interaction that implicated Inez repeating no in this way. By repeated sayings of the same word by the same speaker, I refer to a phenomenon in which the same speaker says the same word or phrase more than once consecutively and as a prosodic whole (Stivers 2004) . Over the course of 5 terms of study, in the transcribed interactions of Inez, I collected 15 multiple sayings, 11 of which are multiple no tokens. These multiple no tokens occurred in talk that was task-oriented as well as during interactions that were less task-oriented and in all five terms of Inez's study at the data collection site. However, they occurred most frequently in her final three terms. As the analysis will show, the multiple sayings seem function in several ways, first, as an upgraded repair initiation and second, as Stivers noted, orienting and doing work to move the currently developing line of talk in another direction.
The first example of a multiple no saying comes from a sequence of talk that is not focused on a language learning task. In excerpt (8), we see Inez and Eduardo from Inez's first term of study in an interaction that occurred after the students had finished a teacher-assigned task and before the class moved a teacher-cohort participation structure (in line 8, the teacher is calling for students' attention). In line 5, Inez asks Eduardo (sitting several desks away) about the date of his birthday (line 5). Eduardo's response (line 6) is repeated by a nearby student (Carla, line 7) and after the teacher's exhortation and a short pause, by Inez (line 10), with exaggerated stress on the word 'eight'. 11-14-02, 204, conv It seems that, due to the pauses and Inez's exaggerated stress on 'eight' (line 10) that she hears Eduardo's response as problematic and after another slight pause Inez more clearly initiates repair repeating the first part of Eduardo's answer with rising pitch (line 12). This repeat is followed by a pitch shift on two no tokens under one intonation unit and a repeat of the predicate of Inez's original question: "your birthday". Eduardo then acknowledges in Spanish (line 13) and in writing (line 15) that he understands Inez's question and had given her the appropriate response to her question. The multiple tokens of no in (8) occur late in a repair sequence, late in the sense that they occur after a third party's repeat of Eduardo's response, a slight pause, Inez's stressed repeat (line 10) of the trouble source, another pause, and Inez's repeat of the trouble source with rising pitch. The double no token is an upgrade of the repair initiation made previously by Inez and a more explicit attempt to get Eduardo to understand her elicitation. It can also be seen as a display of negative alignment to Eduardo's line of action. In Inez's last three terms of study, multiple no sayings of more than two tokens appeared. Excerpts (9)-(10) are examples of these cases and along with their action as an upgraded repair initiation, the multiple sayings of no also appear to be displaying a negative alignment to the just-started course of action. These two excerpts come from interactions more explicitly oriented to language learning tasks and occur in her third and fifth term of study (that is, after her 30th week of participation in the classroom). 14 In each case, the multiple saying occurs as part of Inez's work to reorient her peers away from the currently building line of understanding.
In (9), Inez, Jin, and Carla are engaged in a task in which they need to find out about the weather in their home countries. In lines 2-3, Jin topicalizes a type of weather (rainy, stormy weather) and asks a question referring to that weather (line 5), to paraphrase: 'which months are rainy, stormy months in your country'. Both Inez and Carla seem to be unfamiliar with the word 'which' as the turns in lines 9-22 suggest. In lines 24 and 26, Jin does recipient design work and changes the wording of the question to which Carla shows a change of epis-14. A third such multiple saying occurred in term 5 and performed much the same type of action but for the sake of space is not presented in this paper.
temic stance towards (line 27) now understanding the gist of Jin's question. In lines 30 and 33, Inez makes a display of her new understanding (Sacks, 1992) of Jin's question by listing candidate months as possible answers to 'which months' and 'how many' months. After a side sequence between Jin and Carla (lines 37-43) about the pronunciation of 'eight' and Jin stating "the storm", Inez utters a stretched no token in line 46 with raised pitch. The teacher enters this discussion in overlap with Inez's negation with a candidate topic summary (line 47). Carla and Jin (lines 48 and 49) agree with the teacher's topic summary, that what students have been discussing is rain which is confirmed by Carla and Jin and here Inez responds with the multiple saying of no (line 50) . (9) [term 3, 4-4-03, 206 task 1:11:34-1 Inez's use of the multiple no in line 50 seems to be an attempt to deflect what Inez's sees as the teacher's and her peers' potential misunderstanding of the issue that the students had been discussing. Inez does not see that the primary issue for the students' discussion had been the topic of 'rain' but rather, a problem of understanding question words, particularly 'which', and the meaning of Jin's question from lines 1-2, 4. Carla hears that question as requiring a number of months as a response; Inez, as requiring the specification or names of the months. In (9), Inez's use of multiple no tokens not just as a response to the previous turn but as a way to display a negative alignment to the course and action and move the discussion to what she sees as problematic -the meaning of Jin's question. After the multiple no tokens, Inez is able co-construct, with the teacher, what she sees the problem in the interaction to be (lines 56-57; 59, 61, 63, 67) and seems to resolve the issue by telling the months in which bad weather occurs in her country (lines 65, 74) . Carla is from Brazil and seems to want to indicate that in her country, storms and rain occur for eight months (lines 75, 79) . 15 Inez's use of a multiple saying of no does similar clarification and reorientation work in the next excerpt (10). Here, Inez and Chi started a language learning task in which they were to role play a situation in which one student was to play a customer requesting something at a shop and the other student was to be an employee at the shop to whom the request is addressed. Inez quickly became frustrated with Chi's behavior due to his failure to understand the nature of the task as explained by the teacher and to stay 'in character'. Inez complained to the teacher that she wanted to work with someone else and the teacher notes, as a way to assure Inez that she is working with a competent member of the class, that Chi has "lived here twenty years" (line 59). After Given what took place during their task interaction and the sequence of talk which starts this excerpt (lines 49-57), we see that Chi and the teacher became engaged in a course of action that Inez did not anticipate. As long as that course of action continued, it preempted her reason for delaying the language learning task and involving the teacher: that is, her complaint that Chi was not doing the task in a way that Inez could follow. After her turn using the multiple saying of no, Inez is able to shift the topic of the interaction and get Chi to agree that what the task entails is a role play: Chi should be acting in the role of a store employee who is ready to give information about that store to the 'customer' Inez.
Excerpts (9) and (10) are interesting for Inez's turn constructions involving multiple sayings of no and for how the action implicated in this turn construction may show evidence for the use of a language practice for a particular action in one learner's later terms of study. Stivers (2004: 264) writes that the practice of multiple sayings has been noted in a number of other languages, including Spanish (Inez's home language). It may be that doing multiple sayings is a cross-cultural practice for social interaction that adult language learners have been socialized to do in a home language. If that is the case with Inez, learning might be visible in the way that Inez develops a way to do multiple sayings through repeated experience with talk-in-interaction in the language being learned (English in this case). 16 
Conclusions
The data for this paper were presented here in support of the insights that CA methods give to research on language learning. The argument in support of this research is built around a conceptualization of language and language learning that is quite different from most research programs in SLA's past. The conceptualization toward language and, particularly, language learning that I take is that each is situated, co-constructed, and a contingent social phenomenon and best studied as such. In this paper, I have shown how no responses were used by one language learner in her talk-in-interaction in a classroom for several sequence and action types similar to those uncovered in previous CA research using data from non-learners.
First, we saw how unmitigated no was used as part of doing overt correction in a language learning task and also near the end of longer repair sequences. I suggested that Inez's use of a bare no at the end of a repair sequence may show her orientation to the preference for mitigating turns which do not express affiliation. Her orientation to preference structure was also seen in (7) from her last term of study when a humorous disaffiliative response was packaged to project her dispreferred response. Finally, no was used by Inez in multiple sayings to display her disalignment to the ongoing talk as developing a line of action that she considered not timely (excerpts (9) and (10)).
In the excerpts showing talk that was more explicitly task-focused (2, 6, 7, 9, and 10), the sequences around disafilliative no responses show Inez's orientation to repairing and correcting action explicitly related to language learning tasks. These sequences show Inez's strong orientation toward performing tasks in a felicitous manner to help her learn English. The excerpts that presented talk less focused on language learning tasks (3, 4, 5, and 8) show Inez's ability to hear, understand, and respond, giving her stance toward her interlocutor's talk. Although not directed explicitly to language learning, those excerpts show Inez's investment in interpersonal relationships with her peers and in the classroom community of practice. In all the excerpts, whether in talk explicitly oriented to language learning tasks or not, the fact that Inez uses, for the most 16 . I see multiple sayings as being, possibly, a pan-cultural practice that is performed through different language systems, or, at least, different lexical items in different languages. In the case of 'no', it is not absolutely transparent that Inez is speaking English except that there is no orientation by others that she has switched to Spanish at that point.
part, such a direct formatting for disafilliation is not oriented to as remarkable by her peers or the teacher. This suggests that Inez and her peers are doing practices for talk-in-interaction that are not deviant or peripheral to this classroom community of practice. Two sequences around a disafilliative response ( (3) and (7)) were highlighted as showing, perhaps, Inez's orientation to the preference for self-repair and mitigation of upcoming dispreferred response. Such instances are evidence of Inez's and her peers' interactional competence and changing or emerging practices for participation in a community of practice we might gloss as 'English language users'. An orientation through the use of non-lexical items (um, er, etc) or discourse markers such as well to mark upcoming responses as dispreferred are rare in the data, however. This may be the result of Inez having had little direct instruction in pragmatics, particularly, in doing disagreement or disafilliation. A survey of teacher talk suggests that teachers do not frequently model or even use discourse markers like well as markers of upcoming dispreferred responses (Hellermann and Vergun 2007) . The incorporation of such material into practices for doing disaffiliative responses in the talk-in-interaction of language learners may indicate a change to more full participation in the community of practice of English language users. Other longitudinal research may be able to detail that in the future.
This highlighted how learners' engaging in a language learning task or in talk outside of such tasks have affordances for learning simply through the need to co-construct turns of talk in sequence to accomplish social actions. The program of CA research on language learning is showing researchers and teachers what those practices, sequences, and actions look like in the talk among novice language users. The research reported on here investigated the sequences of talk-in-interaction involving one participant in a language learning classroom doing a, potentially, interpersonally delicate social action as she responded to prior talk with negative affiliation. These sequences of talk show ways that members of the language learning classroom engage in a particular social action that is representative of two overlapping communities of practice: the classroom and that of 'English language users'.
Continued use of longitudinal data may allow CA studies to find evidence of language development in tracing practices for talk-in-interaction over time (Kasper 2006) . But as this study and many other CA studies interested in language learning 17 have shown (see the current and previous work by the contributors to this volume along with Brouwer 2004; Brouwer and Wagner 2004; Carroll 2005; He 2004; Huth 2006; Seedhouse 2005; Taleghani-Nikazm 2006, 17. See also CA research interested in learning in general (Koschmann et al. 2005; Macbeth 1992 Macbeth , 2000 Macbeth , 2007 Nishizaka 2006; Zemel and Koschmann, forthcoming) .
among others), interaction in a turn by turn fashion using talk may be 'learn-ING' in the active sense of the word. CA may best be able to explain language learning (Maxwell 2004) by showing its microgenesis, how participants work out or co-construct talk-in-interaction through reference to socially relevant and necessary mechanisms for talk-in-interaction already found in CA research including, but not limited to turn construction, repair, displays of understanding, and recipient design work. Colons indicate the prolongation or stretching of the sound just preceding them.
••
The degree signs indicate the talk between them is soft or quiet. -A hyphen after a word or part of a word indicates a cut-off. The combination of more than and less than symbols indicates a rushed talk. The combination of less than and more than symbols indicates a slowed down talk. # # The pound signs indicate the talk between them is produced with creaky voice. 
